Complex Event Processing (CEP) has emerged as a technology of choice for high performance event analytics in time-critical decisionmaking applications. Yet it is becoming increasingly difficult to support high-performance event processing due to the rising number and complexity of event pattern queries and the increasingly high velocity of event streams. In this work we design the SPASS framework that successfully tackles these demanding CEP workloads. Our SPASS optimizer identifies opportunities for effective shared processing among CEP queries by leveraging time-based event correlations among queries. The problem of pattern sharing is shown to be NP-hard by reducing the Minimum Substring Cover problem to our CEP pattern sharing problem. The SPASS optimizer is designed that finds a shared pattern plan in polynomial-time covering all sequence patterns while still guaranteeing an optimality bound. To execute this shared pattern plan, the SPASS runtime employs stream transactions that assure concurrent shared maintenance and re-use of sub-patterns across queries. Our experimental study confirms that the SPASS framework achieves over 16 fold performance improvement for a wide range of experiments compared to the state-of-the-art solution.
INTRODUCTION
Motivation. Major businesses from fraud detection, online retail to health-care monitoring employ Complex Event Processing (CEP) technologies [6, 29, 42] to detect event patterns such as time-ordered or unordered sequence of events, along with the nonexistence of events and other patterns, over high velocity event streams. Major advances have been made on the development of solutions for efficiently detecting event patterns in near real-time [6, 8, 27, 29, 42] . With the explosion in the number and type of * This work was done when Medhabi Ray and Chuan Lei were students at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. NSF grants IIS-1018443 and 0917017 support this project.
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However most existing CEP engines [6, 29, 42] process pattern matching queries sequentially without sharing nor maximizing concurrency among queries. With very high loads, such independent processing leads to repeated and thus wasted computations, exacerbating the problem of overload. This may cause a loss in the availability of service during peak hours, performance bottlenecks and potentially huge monetary loss for the organization due to not delivering results on time.
The running example shown in Figure 1 highlights the unique sharing opportunities available in a workload of pattern queries on a car location event stream similar to the Linear Road Benchmark data [2] for real-time traffic monitoring.
Motivating Example -Real-time Traffic Monitoring. The application monitors the motor vehicle expressways of a large metropolitan area. Monitoring movements of cars under various circumstances could be used for future route recommendations, toll adjustments and re-routing along with other intelligent traffic services. In this example, Carloc represents a stream of car location reports. The application sends out warnings to cars about possible delays due to constructions or accidents in a certain route. The first pattern P1 monitors cars that first pass tollA, then pass a construction site and finally take the next exit. P2 searches for traffic patterns where cars take an exit after seeing an accident while P3 monitors cars that pass by a parked emergency vehicle and then take an exit.
networking services exhibit identical characteristics, namely, huge workloads composed of similar sequence pattern queries. The opportunity to share computations across such patterns is widespread.
Challenges. To design an effective infrastructure for scalable shared processing of a workload of sequence patterns, we must develop technologies to (1) first identify an effective pattern sharing plan, and (2) then to execute the shared pattern plan in an efficient concurrent manner.
• Benefit Estimation for Pattern Sharing. To identify sharable sub-patterns that minimize CPU costs, we need to establish an effective model to estimate the computational savings obtainable from sharing a given sub-pattern. One important observation here is that sharing a sequence pattern does not always result in true performance benefits. In our running example above, the events of witnessing a work zone in P1 and witnessing an accident in P2 are unlikely to co-occur. Thus the sharing of sub-patterns between P1 and P2 may even cause more harm than good by incurring unnecessary concurrency control overhead. Thus we propose to devise a lightweight yet effective method for estimating these time-sensitive co-occurrence properties of event streams to accurately capture the benefit of sharing sub-patterns of event pattern queries.
• Intractable Search Space of Pattern Sharing Optimization. Finding a set of sub-patterns to share among event patterns that minimizes the overall computation costs across the entire workload requires enumerating all possible combinations of sub-patterns. Similar to the view selection problem [30, 37] , i.e., choosing a set of views to materialize over a database such that the cost of evaluating a given query workload is minimized, identifying an optimal set of sub-patterns to share is prohibitively expensive due to its exponential search space [35] . This necessitates the design of practical yet effective strategies for finding a logical pattern sharing plan.
• Concurrent Shared Pattern Execution. Once a promising solution for sharing sub-patterns has been identified, the workload must be transformed into a shared runtime plan that can be executed in a concurrent manner. This requires a run-time infrastructure that correctly handles shared sub-pattern matches leveraging concurrent execution on a modern architecture. Shared sub-pattern matches must be maintained correctly so as to enable concurrent accesses by other queries involved in the sharing process.
State-of-the-Art. Prior work in CEP has mainly focused on the design of execution strategies for efficient event pattern processing [6, 8, 26, 42] . These techniques adopt Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) execution strategy to process a single pattern at a time. Hence they do not concern themselves with exploiting sharing opportunities across the workload of pattern queries. While merging NFAs has been attempted in the context of XMLfiltering [13, 14] , it is limited to prefix-matching. On the other hand, SPASS supports sharing of any common sub-patterns not necessarily limited to prefix or suffix patterns. There have been some efforts to execute event pattern matching on a distributed architecture [5, 36] . However, these works fail to provide any guarantee to produce a globally optimal plan for multiple pattern sharing.
In multiple query optimization (MQO), much work has been accomplished for static relational databases [9, 11, 19] . Prior work focused on view materialization for shared results across multiple queries [11] and on sharing similar sub-expressions to avoid recomputation costs [9] . However, these prior techniques cannot be directly applied to our continuous pattern sharing problem because (1) our data is continuously under flux, and (2) the data-driven approach of CEP may trigger the pattern matching process to be spawned in various orders based on the arrival of events -in contrast to the traditional static processing frameworks where the execution is fully orchestrated.
There has also been some work on MQO for continuous queries over data streams [12, 28] . These works have focused on deciding at what level of data granularity (i.e., tuple, pane, or full window) to share a sub-expression across queries [28] . However without considering properties specific to pattern queries such as inter-query event correlations, optimization opportunities will be missed. This is now the focus of our work.
Proposed Solution. In this work we propose SPASS (Scalable PAttern Sharing on event Streams), a framework for the efficient detection of event sequences in data streams via shared concurrent pattern execution. The SPASS optimizer takes as input a set of pattern queries. It estimates the benefit of sharing the computation of sub-patterns based on the time-ordering across events and the inter-query event correlation hidden in the event streams. We prove that our problem of finding an optimal pattern sharing plan is equivalent to the NP-hard Minimum Substring Cover (MSC) problem [21] . The approximate solution to the MSC problem with practical bounds on optimality [21] can now be applied to solve our problem. The resulting near-optimal shared pattern plan is then executed in a concurrent manner. For effective concurrent execution paradigm, we extend the continuous sliding views technology [34] , initially designed for a single pattern query, to synchronously cache and reuse intermediate results of shared sub-patterns across multiple patterns. Lastly we introduce a stream transaction manager that controls access to these shared sliding views to achieve efficient yet correct insertion, deletion, and reuse of the sub-pattern matches.
Contributions. The contributions of this work include: 1. We establish a cost model for estimating the benefit of sharing sub-patterns by exploiting both the overlapping event ordering among pattern queries and inter-query event correlation hidden in event streams (Sec. 3).
2. We show that our problem of optimizing a workload of sequence pattern queries to minimize computation costs is equivalent to the well-known NP-hard problem, called Minimum Substring Cover [21] . This leads us to a polynomial-time solution to the problem of sequence pattern sharing, yet with proven acceptable bounds on optimality [21] (Sec. 3).
3. We propose an effective runtime infrastructure that facilitates shared processing of common sub-patterns across multiple queries by using the shared continuous sliding views technology. A stream transaction manager is introduced to guarantee synchronous access to these shared views for concurrent pattern executions (Sec. 4).
4. Our extensive experiments on real world event streams illustrate that our proposed SPASS approach achieves over 16 fold performance improvement on average for a wide range of scenarios over the state-of-the-art non-sharing and sharing (i.e., prefix-and suffix-based) approaches [6, 14, 42] (Sec. 5).
PRELIMINARIES

Event Processing Basics
An event instance is defined as an occurrence of interest denoted by a lower-case letter (e.g., 'e'). The time of occurrence of an event instance ei is given by a timestamp (referred to as ei.ts). An event type E of an instance ei denoted by ei.type describes the set of attributes associated with ei. A specific attribute of the event instance ei is referred to with ei.attr. Predicates of the form pi(ei.attr) can be specified on event instances. An event stream is an unbounded set of event instances ei that arrive in order of their occurrence time. The timestamp of the last event instance that has arrived into the system is referred to as tscurr.
Query Specification. We adopt a pattern query language commonly used in the literature [27, 42] to specify event pattern queries.
The example patterns in Figure 1 conform to the above query specification. We will explain each of these clauses below. The PAT-TERN clause denotes the event operator to be matched against the event stream specified in the FROM clause. In our SPASS framework, we support the common pattern operators, including SEQ, AN D, OR and N OT [27, 42] .
A SEQ operator outputs a event pattern match when a set of events conform to the order in timestamps and predicates specified in the operator within a given window. SEQ(E1 : p1(E1.attr), ..., En : pn(En.attr)) = { e1, ..., en |tscurr − W indow < e1.ts < ... < en.ts < tscurr ∧ (ei.type = Ei) ∧ pi(ej.attr) = true} (1)
An AND operator outputs an event pattern match when a set of events occur within a certain time window in any order.
An OR operator denotes a union of a set of alternate event types. It produces an output when it finds a match for any one of the specified event types.
OR(E1 : p1(E1.attr), E2 : p2(E2.attr), ..., En :: pn(En.attr)) = { e1 : p1(e1.attr) = true ∨ e2 : p2(e2.attr) = true
A NOT (!) operator, which can occur within a SEQ or AN D operator, denotes the non-existence of an event. In SEQ(E1,. . . , Ei, !Ej, E k ,. . . , En) a pattern match e1, . . . ,ei, e k ,. . . , en is the output when no event instance ej exists in the stream such that ei.ts<ej.ts<e k .ts. For AN D(E1,. . . ,Ei, !Ej, E k ,. . . , En) a pattern match e1,. . . , ei, e k ,. . . , en is the output if and only if no event instance ej exists in the stream in the interval [(tscurr -W indow), tscurr].
Furthermore these operators can be nested within one another. For instance the query SEQ(E11,. . . ,E 1k , AN D(E21,. . . ,E2n), E 1l ,. . . ,E1m) has an AN D operator nested within a SEQ operator. Semantically it refers to event patterns where e11,. . . ,e 1k , e 1l ,. . . ,e1m occur in order while events in the match e21,e22,. . . , e1n occur in any order and ∀ e2i, e 1k .ts < e2i.ts < e 1l .ts.
Predicate qualifications can be specified on the attributes of each event in the SEQ, AN D, OR and N OT patterns. For instance, in Figure 1 , (CL.pos = tollA) in P 1 represents a predicate specification on an event CL that refers to a car passing a certain location on the highway.
The WITHIN clause defines the sliding window constraint common in continuous stream processing [27, 42] . The window parameter stipulates that the time difference between the first to the last event instances matched by a pattern query falls within the window constraint.
Problem Statement
Given a workload W of pattern queries {P1, P2, . . . , P k } specified in a stream S and the statistics of the event stream, the goal of Sequence Pattern Sharing is to find a set of sub-patterns {SP1, SP2, . . . , SPm} with SPi a sub-pattern of Pj and Pj ∈ W to share that minimizes computational costs for the entire workload W and then to design a runtime infrastructure to concurrently execute the shared pattern plan achieving high processing performance.
Finding the optimal solution for this problem is prohibitively expensive as all combinations of possible sub-patterns form an exponentially large search space. Moreover, orchestrating a concurrent shared sequence pattern execution requires a meticulous yet lightweight transaction management mechanism to guarantee the result correctness. Figure 2 shows the main components of the SPASS architecture. The SPASS architecture is composed of 2 modules -SPASS Optimizer and SPASS Runtime. The SPASS Optimizer takes as input a sequence pattern workload and outputs a sequence pattern sharing plan. The SPASS Runtime first instantiates this sequence pattern sharing plan on a concurrent execution infrastructure. Thereafter, it receives the event stream from external sources and produces pattern matches for the sequence pattern workload. 
The SPASS Architecture
SPASS Runtime
SPASS Optimizer
Shared
SPASS Optimizer
The SPASS Optimizer adopts the principle of building an optimal sharing plan for the entire pattern workload [19] and then sharing similar components across these optimized queries when available [9] . To compute results for the workload of pattern queries with minimum CPU costs, the optimizer has to find a set of common sub-patterns that provides maximal sharing benefit. RR Estimator. This module assigns a score referred to as Redundancy Ratio (RR) to candidate sub-patterns based on CPU cost savings reaped when sharing them. This score is computed periodically using a cost model and event statistics collected by the Statistics Collector in the SPASS Runtime infrastructure.
Sub-Pattern Selector. This module uses RR scores to identify the set of common sub-patterns to share across the pattern query workload. A polynomial-time algorithm produces a shared pattern plan covering the workload patterns with a bounded optimality.
Shared Pattern Plan Generator. The subset of sub-patterns chosen by the Sub-Pattern Selector is then transformed into a shared pattern plan by the Shared Pattern Plan Generator.
SPASS Runtime
The SPASS Runtime exploits stream transactions to support concurrent shared sequence pattern execution at runtime.
Pattern Executor. The Pattern Executor exploits the NFA-based pattern matching approach [6, 42] to compute pattern matches over event streams. It interacts with the View Manager to maintain and reuse sub-pattern matches in Shared Continuous Sliding Views.
Shared Continuous Sliding Views. The views are shared inmemory storage structures that store sub-pattern matches for reuse across multiple patterns. They are accessed by both the View Manager and Pattern Executor components.
View Manager. The View Manager adopts the continuous sliding view technology [34] to compute and re-use pattern matches across multiple patterns. It is responsible for making decisions regarding storing, retrieving and updating sub-pattern matches in a shared in-memory storage structure.
Transaction Manager. Concurrently accessing and updating shared sub-pattern matches across pattern queries could result in missing or duplicate pattern matches if view reads and writes are not carefully controlled. The Transaction Manager is responsible for access control of these shared views.
Statistics Collector. The runtime statistics used by the RR Estimator in the SPASS Optimizer are periodically collected by the Statistics Collector. Based on these periodic statistics, the SPASS Optimizer re-constructs a new sharing plan for the workload after these statistics are determined to have changed significantly [25] .
SPASS OPTIMIZER
The goal of the SPASS Optimizer is to find a pattern sharing plan that minimizes the overall computational costs of the workload execution. To achieve this goal, we first establish a model to estimate the computational savings (Redundancy Ratio) achieved by sharing a specific sub-pattern. Second, we decide which subset of sub-patterns to share by reducing the well-known Minimum Substring Cover (MSC) [21] problem to our optimization problem. We exploit a polynomial-time algorithm for the MSC problem to efficiently find a near-optimal solution to our pattern sharing problem (Sec. 3.2). Lastly, we transform the selected sub-patterns into a hierarchical shared pattern plan covering all pattern queries in the workload (Sec. 3.3).
Redundancy Ratio of Sub-patterns
We now introduce the basis for the Redundancy Ratio (RR) scoring model used to reflect the candidate sub-patterns' re-usability across the pattern workload. The lower the score, the more benefit we achieve by sharing this sub-pattern. The redundancy in computational costs due to a common sub-pattern depends on the number of sub-pattern matches that are common across a given set of queries. The redundancy ratio also depends on the event ordering within an input stream. We refer to this factor as the intra-query event correlation as formally defined in Def. 1. We also define the inter-query event correlation across patterns that impacts the number of sub-pattern matches that can be shared across multiple queries.
Intra-query Event Correlation is essential for estimating the number of sub-pattern matches that can be formed in a given time interval. Intuitively it represents the percentage of events of type j (ej) that follow an event of type i (ei). This ratio can help us estimate the number of matches produced by a sequence pattern.
DEFINITION 1 (INTRA-QUERY EVENT CORRELATION).
For a time-ordered pattern P = SEQ (E1,. . . Ei,. . . Ej,. . . ,En), CIntra is defined as:
where ei,ej consists of ei and ej s.t ei.ts < ej.ts and |ei| and |ej| denote the cardinality of event instances of type Ei and Ej respectively within one window.
Inter-query Event Correlation is used to estimate the sharing potential across multiple patterns. It is a ratio of the number of sub-pattern matches that are computed by two queries when they are shared to the total number of matches computed independently.
DEFINITION 2 (INTER-QUERY EVENT CORRELATION).
Given an input stream and a common sub-pattern SP of two patterns P1 and P2, the inter-query event correlation is defined as:
where |SP share i,j | denotes the cardinality of the sub-pattern matches found in the input stream that qualify to form complete pattern matches in Pi and Pj in a shared fashion, and |SP | noshare i,j is the sum of the cardinalities of SP pattern matches produced by Pi and Pj separately.
Using the above defined notion of event correlation, our cost model estimates the costs for executing the sub-patterns in a shared versus an unshared manner. These cost functions are based on state-of-the-art physical implementations of operators as described in Appendix A.1. However, these functions could similarly be modeled for other operator implementations.
Time Period for Sampling. We propose to analyze the degree of sharing of sub-pattern matches over a certain time period, referred to as the sample time period. We then repeat this process on a periodic basis to accommodate event fluctuations. Within this time period, the optimizer constructs a stable sharing plan for the pattern workload. Choosing an appropriate sample time period has been well studied in the literature [16] . We leverage these techniques [16] to produce a stable execution plan designed to minimize CPU utilization. If the collected statistics significantly change, the SPASS Optimizer adapts to such change by migrating from the current shared pattern plan to the newly optimized one. For this we borrow plan adaptation techniques from the literature [31] to determine when plan migration becomes advantageous. Similarly, at the execution level we support caching for efficient plan migration [43] to avoid a full restart of the execution plan from scratch.
Analyzing the Cardinality of Sub-pattern Matches. Given a chosen sample time period, we compute the number of matches for a given sub-pattern within this time period. Figure 3 shows that the number of matches for a sub-pattern SP = SEQ(A, B) produced by two parent patterns P1 and P2 may vary in a given time period. Consequently the number of pattern matches for SP that can be shared across P1 and P2 also varies with time. Figure 3 , the crests and troughs of P1 and P2 never align in this particular scenario even if their average cardinalities over time happen to be similar. Hence, the inter-query correlation between P1 and P2 with respect to AB would be quite low. Consequently, sharing this sub-pattern AB between P1 and P2 may even cause more harm than good by incurring unnecessary concurrency control overhead.
Observation 2. Even when the cardinalities of the sub-pattern matches happen to be the same for the two pattern queries along the time-axis, this still does not guarantee re-use. Consider two patterns P1 = SEQ(A, B, C, D) and P2 = SEQ(A, B, X, Y ) both with a constant window = 10s. The matches for P1 are { a2, b3, c5, d10 , a2, b4, c5, d10 } while those for P2 are { a5, b7, x9, y15 , a5, b8, x9, y15 }. In this case, the sub-pattern SEQ(A,B) is not common across P1 and P2 at the event instance level. This confirms that the benefit of sharing SEQ(A, B) depends on the occurrences of the other sub-patterns in the parent pattern queries. We cannot solely rely on cardinality as decision criteria because the individual pattern matches may not actually overlap.
Redundancy Ratio Assignment. To accurately estimate the degree of the redundant computation of sub-pattern matches within each discrete time interval, we thus design a cost model |CS(SPi, Pm, . . ., Pn)|j that denotes the cost to compute matches of the shared sub-pattern SPi for all its parent patterns during the j th time interval. |C(SPi)|j denotes the cost of producing all matches of SPi for each parent pattern separately. Hence, the computation reuse is essentially the difference between |C(SPi)|j and |CS(SPi, Pm, . . . , Pn)|j. The Redundancy Ratio RR of SPi at the j th time interval, denoted by RR(SPi)j, can be defined as:
RR reflects the estimated cost benefit that can be achieved if subpattern SPi is shared among its parent pattern queries for a given interval tj in the event stream. The lower this RR is, the higher the benefit of sharing this sub-pattern. We compute these costs for these non-overlapping discrete intervals. We then take the average of these scores over the entire sampled time period. This average score assigned to each sub-pattern SPi, denoted by RR(SPi) is:
where t denotes the number of discrete intervals in the sampled time period. The number of discrete intervals is referred to as the level of granularity of discretization. Fine-grained analysis of sub-patterns highlights the actual re-usability of sub-pattern results across the parent queries. Figure 4 : Example of Discretized Granularity EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following two sub-patterns AB and XY. Assuming that the sampled period for both AB and XY is T, and T is discretized into 5 time intervals (i.e., t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5). The number of matches computed with or without sharing in these intervals are shown in Figure 4 . Now if we were to treat the entire period T as one time interval, then RR(AB) = 2000/(1350 + 1400) = RR(XY) = 2000/(1650 + 1100) = 0.727. In contrast, if the RR of both sub-patterns were to be calculated with finer granularity, the RR of AB and XY would be 0.741 and 0.759, respectively. Clearly sharing the sub-query AB would gain more computational savings compared to XY. Hence, the cost derived with a fine granularity of discrete time intervals more accurately reflects the degree of sharing.
Sharing Sub-patterns Across Multiple Window Sizes. Multiple window sizes for event patterns are easily accommodated in the Redundancy Ratio computation. When queries have different window sizes, we use the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of the window sizes as the smallest unit of time during which each query produces pattern matches for an integral number of window slides.
Sharing Sub-Patterns to Minimize Redundancy in Computation
Having the RR score assigned to each sub-pattern in the above step, the SPASS Optimizer needs to find the most suitable subset of sub-patterns to share. Given a set of pattern queries W , the sub-pattern sharing optimization problem is to find a subset of sub-patterns such that all pattern queries in the workload W can be answered, and the total redundancy ratio of this subset is minimal compared to all possible alternate solutions. We prove that this problem is equivalent to the well-known Minimum Substring Cover problem [21] . The SPASS Optimizer can thus employ a polynomial-time approximate solution to the Minimum Substring Cover problem to produce the set of sub-patterns to share. We now describe how the sequence sub-pattern sharing problem can be mapped to the Minimum Substring Cover Problem. In later subsections we extend this to consider other operators.
Minimum Substring Cover (MSC). For a given set of strings S, let Θ(S) denote the set of all substrings of strings in S. We define a cover of S to be a subset C ∈ Θ(S) such that any string s ∈ S can be written as a concatenation of strings in C. The MSC problem is formally defined as follows.
DEFINITION 3 (MINIMUM SUBSTRING COVER). Instance:
A set of strings S, a weight function F : Θ(S) → Q0,1 where Q0,1 is the set of positive proper fractions. Solution: A cover C of S. That is, a set of strings C ⊆ Θ(S), where for each s ∈ S a set c1,...,cp ⊂ C exists, with s = c1 • . . .
• cp where • represents concatenation. Measure: The total weight of the cover, i.e., F (C) = Σc∈C F (c) is minimal among all possible covers.
Problem Mapping. We now show that having assigned weights to the sub-patterns which have the same properties as those of the weights of the substrings, the sub-pattern sharing problem is equivalent to the Minimum Substring Cover problem.
LEMMA 1 (REDUCTION).
If the Redundancy Ratio (RR) of the sub-patterns is in Q0,1, then every instance of the sub-pattern sharing problem can be reduced to a valid instance of the Minimum Substring Cover (MSC) problem (Def. 3).
The proof can be found in Appendix A.4. Approximate Algorithm to MSC. The well-known Local-Ratio (LR) algorithm [21] has been shown to find a cover of a set of strings C in polynomial time. Furthermore, it guarantees an approximation factor of m where m is the maximum length of the strings in the set of strings. We now leverage this algorithm to find the approximate set of sharing sub-patterns. The algorithm takes as input the pattern workload W and our RR scores of its sub-patterns. We output a list of pattern queries and their associated sub-patterns as a query map (qM ap Pi, list SPi ). This data-structure subsequently facilitates easy construction of the hierarchical execution plan. We denote the set of all sub-patterns as Θ(W ) and each individual sub-pattern in Θ(W ) as SPi. The solution qM ap is first set as empty (Line 1). The algorithm selects a pattern Pi not covered by qM ap (Line 3), and examines all sub-patterns in a temporary structure qM ap c that are not already in qM ap (Lines 4). It then subtracts the minimum score = min{RR} from the cumulative RR (Lines 7), and recurs over the new weight function (Line 8).
Algorithm 1 LocalRatio(W, RR)
Input: A set of patterns W , RR : Θ(W ) → Q0,1 Output: A subset of sub-patterns CW 1: qM ap = empty 2: for every Pi ∈ W do 3: if Pi not covered by SPi ∈ qM ap of maximum length then 4:
qM ap c ← SPi ∈ Θ(W )\qM ap 5:
= min(sp) : SPi ∈ qM ap c 6:
if qM ap\Pi is a cover for W then 10:
qM ap = (qM ap\Pi) 11:
qM ap.put(Pi, SPi) 12:
end if 13:
return qM ap 14:
end if 15: end for
Sharing Across Other Operators
The SPASS system supports a variety of event pattern operators including OR, AN D and N OT with its optimization strategy described above with minor to no alteration. Both negation in SEQ or in AN D patterns like !Ei can be considered as a new symbol. Thus before using the solution to the MSC problem, each negated event type is mapped to a particular letter. The OR operator is simply a filter. Therefore it can be easily piggy-backed as part of the pattern detection process. We now describe how pattern matches can be shared across SEQ and AN D operators.
While the previous derivation has been shown for sharing across multiple SEQ operators, the same can be extended to accommodate the AN D operators. In essence an AN D operator is a permutation of a set of events. Thus a SEQ and an AN D operator with the same set of events would have some matches in common. For instance AN D(A,B) will produce matches for events A and B arriving in any order within the window, while SEQ(A,B) will produce matches for events A and B arriving in order within the same window. Thus a subset of matches for AN D operator will also qualify as matches for the SEQ operator. We can therefore share pattern matches between these different operators.
Our assumption here is that the most common type of CEP operator is the SEQ operator along with some AN D operators. Hence given a workload composed of many SEQ and some AN D operators, we slightly modify the above problem mapping to share pattern matches across both SEQ and AN D. One important observations is that only those AN D pattern matches can be shared with a SEQ operator that have events arriving in the same order specified in the SEQ operator. Thus as a first step to the MSC problem we rewrite the AN D operator such that the events align with the SEQ operators. Given a set of m SEQ operators and k AN D operators, we rewrite each AN D operator in a maximum of m distinct ways such that each aligns with the operands in each SEQ operator. Using this rearrangement, it is now possible to see the overlap of event sub-patterns across SEQ and AN D operators using the solution to the MSC problem. Thus the search space is only increased by a polynomial of mk rather than an exponential increase incurred by enumerating all permutations of AN D.
The weights of sharing these sub-patterns across different operators correspond to the ratio of how many pattern matches are shared to the total number of pattern matches. Thus using the previous example of SEQ(A,B) and AN D(A,B), if most pattern matches for AN D are such that B arrives after A, then the Redundancy Ratio correctly reflects that with a lower score.
During execution, when SEQ and AN D operators are shared, the implementation of the AN D operator is deployed and the set of pattern matches arriving in the same order as the SEQ are pushed to the SEQ query. If multiple orderings of the same operands of the AN D operator are chosen, they are identified in the step of building the shared pattern plan and are shared by multiple SEQ operators. 
Shared Pattern Plan
The solution to the minimum substring cover problem returns a map of pattern queries with their corresponding set of sub-patterns that cover this pattern query (map Pi, list SPi ). We now generate a shared pattern plan that compactly represents the multiple pattern workload. Algorithm 2 transforms the set of sub-patterns into a shared pattern plan. Such transformation-based approach is commonly used to generate shared query plans for traditional multi-query workloads [17, 24] .
The shared pattern plan is represented as a graph qGraph. Each node in the graph represents a pattern or sub-pattern. Algorithm 2 iterates over the patterns in qM ap Pi, list SPi . For each pattern Pi, if a corresponding node is not found in qGraph, a root node is created. Its corresponding sub-patterns are scanned and the following action is taken: if a sub-pattern SPj corresponds to an existing node in qGraph, no action is required. If a sub-pattern is seen for the first time, it is added to the qGraph as a child node of Pi. We illustrate Algorithm 2 using the following example.
Algorithm 2 Shared Pattern Plan Generation
Input: Map qM ap Output: Plan qGraph 1: subP atternList ← φ 2: while qM ap != φ do 3:
subP List ← qM ap.get(Pi) 5:
while subP List != φ do 6:
subP ← subP List.remove() 7:
if subP ∈ qGraph then 8:
qGraph.addLeaf(newSubP ) 9:
end if 10:
subP .addParent(Pi) 11:
end while 12: end while 13: return qGraph EXAMPLE 3. The following three pattern queries (i.e., P1, P2, and P3 on the left) and the selected sub-patterns for sharing (on the right) are the inputs to our SPASS Optimizer.
Given the above selected sub-patterns to share, the algorithm loops through the patterns from P1 to P3. It scans the shortest sub-patterns of P1 which are SEQ(A, B) and SEQ(B, C). Therefore they are made leaves in the pattern DAG. SEQ(A, B, C) is made the parent of these leaves. For P2, the shortest sub-pattern SEQ(D) is made a leaf. The next shortest pattern SEQ(A, B, C) is then found to be already in the pattern DAG. Hence SEQ(A,B, C,D) is made the parent of SEQ(A, B, C) and SEQ(D). For P3, SEQ(X) is added as a leaf node and SEQ(A, B) already exists in the DAG. The final query DAG formed is depicted in Figure 5 . 
SPASS RUNTIME
Given a shared pattern plan produced by the SPASS Optimizer, we now introduce the SPASS Runtime -our multi-threaded execution engine for concurrent shared pattern processing on event streams. We first describe the execution strategy for processing this plan assuming that only one pattern is processed upon the arrival of an event instance. Thereafter, we relax this restriction to handle (1) multiple events and (2) multiple patterns triggered simultaneously.
The key challenge of maintaining result matches for sub-patterns is tackled by plugging in continuous sliding views technology [34] , which stores intermediate results of sub-patterns and incrementally updates and reuses them for answering a single sequence pattern query over sliding windows. We adopt and then extend this view technology from supporting a single pattern query to shared continuous sliding views to handle our multiple pattern scenario. We assume an identical window constraint of size window which later is relaxed.
Shared Pattern Execution
SPASS Execution Model. The SPASS Runtime receives event tuples from their respective input event threads. The events are assumed to arrive in order. Each event type is associated with a shared event buffer. When an event arrives, it is inserted into its associated shared event buffers. Each pattern designates a triggering event that initiates the execution of this pattern. For the SEQ pattern SEQ(A, B, C), the triggering event is C, which implies that the execution of SEQ(A, B, C) begins only when an event of type 'C' arrives. When a sequence pattern execution is triggered by the arrival of its triggering event, all its sub-patterns are executed. Our execution adopts a Non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) approach to represent the structure of an event sequence. Namely, sequence patterns are computed using the NFA-based execution strategy by mapping successive event types to successive NFA states [6, 42] . Each sub-pattern execution is an independent thread that reads events from the shared event buffers. These partial sub-pattern matches are then stored in shared storage structures described next. These matches are not all computed from scratch. Instead sub-pattern matches that have once been computed are then stored in sequence views and subsequently reused by accessing the materialized views associated with that sub-pattern.
Shared Storage of Events and Intermediate Pattern Matches. Two types of shared storage units are used in the SPASS Runtime infrastructure ( Figure 6 ). As is common in CEP systems [42] , we utilize shared event buffers to store event instances for each event type. All patterns composed of this event type access this shared buffer during the pattern matching process. On the other hand the shared continuous sliding views (S-CSV) cache intermediate results for sub-patterns. Each shared sub-pattern SPi in the shared pattern plan has an associated S-CSV structure denoted by viewSP i that maintains matches for the sub-pattern SPi. During pattern execution, events are read from shared event buffers and views as needed. These are modeled as Read operations. Subpattern matches are inserted into the corresponding shared views during pattern execution. This is modeled as an Append operation on the continuous sliding view structure. (3) Purge. Events from the buffers or sub-pattern matches in the shared views eventually expire out of the current window. They then should be purged. Assuming the new event ei arrives at time i all events with timestamps less than (i -window) are deleted * . This is modeled as a P urge operation. In summary, three types of operations, Read, Append, and P urge, are performed on the two types of shared memory structures, namely shared event buffers and shared continuous sliding views.
Pattern
Pattern Execution via Shared Continuous Sliding Views. If a pattern Pi execution is triggered by the arrival of an event ei, all its sub-patterns SPi are executed one by one until completion. SEQ sub-patterns are computed using the NFA-based execution strategy [42, 6] while AN D sub-patterns are executed using a traditional join operator. The sub-pattern matches are however not all computed from scratch. Instead sub-pattern matches that had previously been computed are stored in a view associated with that subpattern. These sub-pattern matches stored in the views can then be shared across multiple patterns. Thus matches for sub-pattern SPi produced and stored by one pattern Pj could be reused by another pattern P k .
In order to facilitate collaborative re-use of shared continuous sliding views, we augment these view structures with timestampbased indicators called the View Validity Interval (VVI). These VVI indicate the interval of time for which the buffer contains the complete set of event matches. Further, when a pattern accesses these view structures, it looks for pattern matches within a certain time interval called the View Lookup Interval (VLI). [34] . Based on whether this interval is currently valid for the shared view, pattern matches are read from the view (ReadV iew ) or new matches are written to the view (AppendV iew ). When new matches are appended to a view, the VVI is updated to reflect the latest state of the view. Example 4 demonstrates the above principles. * We assume that events arrive in increasing order of timestamp. 
P1 and P2 both share the sub-pattern SPc using its associated shared view viewsSP c. For pattern P1, SP1 is executed followed by SPc while for pattern P2, SP2 is executed followed by SPc. Each pattern has a designated triggering event type (D for P1 and Y for P2). When event instance y13 arrives, P2 is triggered and a match { x5y13 } is produced for sub-pattern SP2 of P2. Then sub-pattern SPc is executed for the constrained View Lookup Interval (VLI) in this case is 5] The view is thus updated to contain matches valid for the interval [3, 5] . As the triggering event d17 for P2 arrives, the match { c16d17 } is produced for subpattern SP1. SPc is now updated for the interval [7, 16] . Four new sub-pattern matches are produced and stored in the viewSP c for possible reuse. The view interval is now set to [7, 16] to mark its completeness up to 16. Upon the arrival of event instance d18, the view content is reused. Furthermore, when y20 arrives, P2 triggers the update of SPc for the interval [10, 18] . This process illustrates how we have step by step supported synchronous reuse and update of the views. For simplicity we have described the execution when all patterns share the same window and no predicates exist. However multiple windows can be easily supported by keeping pattern matches for the largest window. Each pattern then filters out the matches relevant to its specific window.
The reuse, append, and purge of the shared continuous sliding view may require an additional step to ensure the result correctness based on the largest window among all windows associated to a view. Similarly, correlated predicates in the patterns can also be supported by an additional filtering phase. We adopt popular approaches for handling predicate sharing from the literature [20, 27] . For example, if a sub-pattern SP is shared across two patterns yet the two patterns specify different selection predicates C1 and C2 on this sub-pattern respectively, then the shared sub-pattern is rewritten as (C1 ∨ C2) to satisfy either selection predicate using well-known query rewriting techniques [27] and thus to be sharable. Predicate migration techniques such as push-down and pull-up [20] can be exploited in our SPASS Runtime as well. Further details are described in Appendix B.2.
Concurrent Shared Execution
We now relax the assumption that only one event is processed at a time until its completion. Instead we now consider the concurrent execution of two or more input events. As a consequence multiple pattern queries may be active at the same time. These concurrent execution threads could therefore attempt to access or update a shared continuous sliding view at the same time. This may lead to duplicate or missing results in the view.
EXAMPLE 5. Figure 8 shows a time instance when the shared view contains all results valid during the time interval [5, 10] . At <a11,b14> <a12,b14> <a11,b15> <a12,b15> <a11,b14> <a12,b14> <a11,b17> <a12,b17>
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Figure 8: Duplicate Pattern Matches due to Concurrency this instance, pattern P1 requires to append the shared view up to time 16. At the same time P2 is triggered and tries to also update the view up to timestamp 18. Without careful scheduling, P2 might start updating while P1 is still updating the view. This results in duplicate matches being produced namely { a11b14 , a12 b14 } as well as resources being wasted due to repeated computations.
The above example demonstrates how duplicate pattern matches may be produced during concurrent shared pattern execution. Thus our SPASS Runtime needs to deploy a concurrency control mechanism that avoids these erroneous results. As explained below, we use a transaction-based approach to guarantee correctness.
In the SPASS system, each event has a single point of entry. On arrival an event can trigger one or more of the following types of actions, namely, RV iew , AV iew t , PV iew t , R Buf f er t , A Buf f er t , and P Buf f er t (R − Read, A − Append, P − P urge). Given the indicators attached to shared views, namely the View Validity Intervals, we determine upon the entry of an event which data structures the event will need to read from and which it will need to update. <a6,b7> <a6,b11> <a7,b11>
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EXAMPLE 6. Figure 9 depicts a pattern SEQ(A,B,C,D,E,F ) that is partitioned into three parts namely SEQ(A,B), SEQ(C,D)
and SEQ(E,F ). When the event f20 arrives, the View Validity Intervals (VVIs) associated with the views V iewEF , V iewCD, and V iewAB are [5, 15] , [5, 13] , and [5, 11] , respectively. Judging from the shared event buffers it can be inferred that the V iewEF must be updated up to the time 20. In fact, the event buffer F must be updated as well as read from. The event buffer E must only be read from. Consequently, the event buffers of C and D must be read to update the V iewCD accordingly. The V iewCD will be updated to the time 14 as d14 is the last event in D that can join with the event instance e16 in E. For the V iewAB, we can infer that it only needs to be read from as the last B event that can join with a C event to form valid matches is b11. The V iewAB already contains matches up to this timestamp 11. Hence, the event buffers A and B do not need to be read from. Thus the actions triggered upon the arrival of event f20 are AF 20 , RF 20 , RE 20 , AEF 20 , REF 20 , RC 14 , RD 14 , ACD 14 , RCD 14 , RAB 11 . Finally the last action is to purge events beyond the current window given by currentT ime − window = 20 − 15 = 5, namely events with timestamp < 5.
Notion of Correctness. As seen from the above example multiple actions are triggered upon the arrival of an event. Several of these actions can take place out of order, while for others a strict order must be enforced. These semantics include: 1. AV iew must be preceded by R Buf f ers . In order to append results to a given view, its associated event buffers must first be read. 2. If there are two append actions on different views AV iew1 and AV iew2, any order of execution would be correct. 3. PV iew t or P Buf f er t can be executed only when all operations before timestamp t have been completed.
The action AV iew requires new pattern matches to be constructed and written to the view. Thus it needs to first read events from multiple event buffers (R Buf f er(s) ). Hence {R Buf f er(s) + AV iew } must occur in order. On the other hand the actions A Buf f er , RV iew , P Buf f er , PV iew are independent of each other and thus can be executed in any order.
DEFINITION 4.
A SPASS Transaction is defined as the minimal set of SPASS actions that must be enforced to occur together as an atomic series of operations when an event arrives.
Analysis of the SPASS Runtime reveals that there are the following set of atomic actions namely: {RV iew }, {AV iew + R Buf f er(s) }, {A Buf f er }, {P V iew/Buf f er }. Multiple transactions can be triggered upon the arrival of an event. They would each belong to one of the above four types of transactions. The above definition considers the notion that when a view is updated, it must be able to access the event buffers which form the raw events for the pattern matches. On the other hand, if an event triggers appends for two views, the two appends can take place completely independent of each other, thus allowing maximum parallelism. Further, the RV iew transaction is separated from AV iew to allow higher degree of parallelism as multiple RV iew transactions can occur simultaneously while only one AV iew is allowed on a view.
Lock Insertion and Compatibility: Locks are inserted upon the arrival of an event into the SPASS system. As shown in Example 6, the actions to be triggered in the SPASS system are determined as soon as an event arrives into the system. These actions are grouped into valid classes of transactions. Thus the locks required by these transactions can also be determined at this stage. These locks are then inserted into lock buffers associated with each shared storage i.e., event buffers and shared views. Thus a purge request P * t will be inserted only when requests for locks triggered by events arriving before t have all been inserted into lock buffers. This purge lock will not be granted until all other lock requests with an earlier timestamp have been processed.
Once locks have been inserted into respective lock buffers the atomic set of actions are ready to be triggered. Henceforth we adopt the well-known scheduling scheme of Strict 2-Phase Locking (S2PL) [38] . There is a pool of atomic actions that exist on a given shared buffer at any given time. Based on the lock compatibility protocol described below, some will be allowed to run. Figure 10 shows the compatibility of Read, Append and P urge locks. The read and append locks on shared buffers are completely independent of each other due to the sequential lock assignment. For shared views, append operations are not allowed to be executed concurrently. This avoids the creation of duplicate results. Lastly, the purge lock on shared buffers and views are most restrictive. In order to grant a purge request, the transaction manager must first make sure that the lock buffer for that resource does not contain any read requests on that resource that may try to read events or pattern matches purged by this purge transaction. This prevents any missing pattern matches to arise. 
Experimental Setup
We have implemented our SPASS framework on top of the Chaos stream management system [40] using Java. Experiments were conducted on a PC with Intel Pentium IV 2.8 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM running Windows 7 system.
Methodology. We evaluate the efficiency and plan quality produced by our SPASS Optimizer. We compare our shared multiple sequence pattern execution strategy to the state-of-the-art approaches, including single sequence pattern query [42] evaluation without sharing sub-patterns, and shared sequence pattern query evaluation via prefix and suffix sharing [14] . Next we evaluate the efficiency and scalability of our SPASS Runtime by varying various parameters of the workload patterns. We show the performance benefits of the SPASS Runtime on a multi-core architecture by running it in single and multi-threaded mode.
Data sets and queries. We evaluate our techniques using two data sets, (1) real life stock trades data [1] , which contains stock ticker and timestamp information, and (2) traffic data set using the data generator of the linear road [2] . In stock dataset, the portion of the trace holds 120,000 event instances. Each event has a stock ticker name and a timestamp information. To evaluate SPASS we create event patterns over these data sets, including SEQ, AN D, and ! operators. We show experiments with the traffic dataset in the Appendix C.
Evaluation metrics. We compare the average execution time for computing multiple sequence pattern queries per window slide. After every window slide, the execution time is recorded for each pattern and averaged over the entire pattern workload run time. The average execution times for all patterns are then added to produce the average execution time per window for the entire workload.
Evaluating SPASS Optimizer
Here, we study the effectiveness and accuracy of our SPASS Optimizer for shared multiple plan generation. Specifically, we compare the compile-time optimization performance and the quality of the resulting plans for two alternative techniques, namely the approximate LR algorithm (LR) and exhaustive search (ES). The compile-time optimization performance is measured by the CPU time taken by either algorithm. We vary the key parameters that affect the performance of our SPASS Optimizer including the length and the number of the patterns. As baseline for the best quality shared pattern plan, we employ ES for finding the optimal plan for the given pattern workload. We generate pattern queries over the stock stream [1] data set to evaluate the SPASS Optimizer. Two types of workloads, only SEQ patterns as well as mixed patterns composed of SEQ and AN D, are used to evaluate our optimizer. 
Effect of Varying the Pattern Length l
Efficiency of SPASS Optimizer. We first evaluate the efficiency of the SPASS Optimizer with respect to plan generation time. We consider a workload of 10 patterns in which the length of the sequence pattern in each pattern is varied from l = 5 to 20. The continuous lines correspond to the workload with only SEQ queries while the dotted lines correspond to the mixed workload with SEQ and AN D patterns. Our optimizer using the LR algorithm, as shown in Figure 11 (a), is significantly more efficient than the alternative ES approach for both workloads. The total number of possible sub-patterns is proportional to the square of the length of the sequence pattern [21] . This drastically affects ES because this approach has to check all possible combinations in the search space. As depicted in Figure 11(a) , the optimization time of ES increases exponentially (around 1,000,000 times) as the pattern length is increased from 10 to 20. In contrast, our proposed LR algorithm increases polynomially with the pattern length by a factor of around 6 times. The workload with mixed AN D and SEQ patterns also maintains approximately the same ratio for ES and LR approaches.
Plan quality of SPASS Optimizer. Figure 11(b) shows the quality of the set of sub-patterns produced by our LR algorithm. The quality of the shared pattern plan is obtained by the total RR of the sub-patterns selected by the optimizer. The optimal solution should give the minimum total RR. As expected, the quality of the subpattern set from the LR algorithm slightly degrades as the length of the patterns increases. Compared to ES, the quality suffers from the degradation by 5% as the length of the sequence pattern increases from 10 to 20. In this case both workloads approximately has the same reduction in accuracy.
Effect of Varying the Number of Patterns k
Efficiency of SPASS Optimizer. We now examine the efficiency of the optimizer as the number of patterns varies from 10 to 100 while keeping the length of each pattern constant at 15 events. Our optimizer, as shown in Figure 11 (c), is significantly more efficient than the ES approach. Again, the total number of possible subpatterns is proportional to the number of patterns in the worst case. As depicted in Figure 11 (c), ES is prohibitively expensive and thus is not practical. The optimization time of ES increases exponentially (around 400,000 times) as the number of patterns increases from 40 to 100. In contrast, our proposed LR optimizer increases linearly by wisely choosing the sub-patterns with lower redundancy RR (Section 3.1). Again, the mixed workload (depicted by the dotted lines) takes overall higher optimization time due to the extra search complexity incurred by AN D patterns.
Plan quality of SPASS Optimizer. Figure 11 (d) compares the quality of the set of sub-patterns produced by our LR algorithm with the optimal solution produced by ES for different numbers of patterns. As depicted in Figure 11(d) , the quality degradation of our LR algorithm is almost negligible, i.e., 2.5% as the number of patterns increases from 10 to 100. The result again shows our LR algorithm is robust in the number of pattern variations.
Evaluating SPASS Runtime
We now evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the SPASS Runtime compared to the most prominent approach, i.e., SASE [42] . Using the SASE approach each pattern in the workload maintains its own event data-structures. The metric used in these experiments is the average execution time, i.e., the total pattern execution times (see Section 5.1) over all window slides divided by the number of window slides. It shows how quickly our SPASS Runtime produces the results for all pattern queries. That is the main concern from the application users' point of view. We vary three key parameters: (1) the length of shared sub-patterns, (2) the number of sequence patterns sharing the same sub-pattern, and (3) the window size. We work with three different workloads over the stock stream [1] . Workload W 1 consists of only SEQ patterns, W 2 has mixed SEQ and AN D patterns, while W 3 has SEQ patterns with ! sub-patterns.
In addition, we also evaluate the effectiveness of the SPASS weight assignment, concurrency mechanism, and overhead of statistics collection. In Sec. 5.4, we further compare our SPASS system against existing sub-pattern selection strategies such as prefixsharing [14] , suffix-sharing and random sub-pattern selection.
Effect of varying the window size w. As demonstrated in Figure 12(a) , the window size w of the workloads is varied from 500ms to 2000ms. The three workloads have 20 patterns each. The average execution time is computed for each window slide. As w increases, each window contains a larger number of events to process. This leads to more sharing opportunities and hence greater performance benefits. Figure 12(a) demonstrates that as the window size increases, the average execution time of both shared and unshared executions increases. The shared execution strategy avoids repeated computations. For both data sets, the execution time without sharing is approximately 16 times that of our SPASS execution when the window size is 500ms. Moreover, as the window size increases from 500ms to 2000ms the performance of the unshared approach degrades significantly for all 3 workloads, while the SPASS shared execution exhibits a robust trend. At w = 2000ms, the unshared approach is approximately 26 times slower than our SPASS shared approach.
Effect of varying the number of shared patterns k. In this experiments, we vary the number of patterns in each workload k from 10 to 100. Here the length of the patterns (i.e., the number of event types in the patterns) is kept unchanged. As the number of shared patterns increases, we observe that our SPASS Runtime is 20 times faster compared to the unshared approach on average (Figure 12(b) ). This difference in average execution time becomes Effect of varying the shared sub-pattern length l. In this experiment we vary the length of the shared sub-patterns in each workload from 2 to 5. The window size is fixed at 1000ms for each workload. As the shared common sub-pattern length is increased, the repeated computations are saved to a greater extent. The average execution time shown in Figure 12 (c) confirms the efficiency of the SPASS shared execution. As the length of the sequence patterns increases, the average execution times of both approaches increase. However, by sharing the computations of the shared sub-patterns, the average execution time is reduced by an average factor of 25 times from the unshared approach.
Effect of varying the window size w and the number of patterns k. Having seen the effects of one parameter at a time, we now vary two key parameters together to evaluate their interplay. We obtain a surface chart comparing the performance of shared and unshared execution strategies. Figure 12(d) shows the window sizes and number of pattern queries on the two planar (X and Y) axes. The vertical (Z) axis shows the average execution time. The surface for the shared approach is much closer to the XY plane while the unshared approach diverges from the shared plane as either window size or the pattern numbers or both are increased. As the window size and the number of patterns sharing a sub-pattern both increase, the shared execution achieves more performance gains. On average the shared approach performs 17 times faster average execution time compared to the unshared approach.
Evaluating the effectiveness of SPASS weight assignment. We now illustrate the effectiveness of our weight assignment approach to sub-patterns by analyzing redundancies in the sub-pattern match computation at a fine versus at a coarse granularity. We consider 4 different workloads of 10 pattern queries each. For each workload, the patterns are first run independently to obtain the exact counts of sub-pattern matches as described in Sec. 3.1. Then the time is discretized into fine 1sec intervals and the weights are computed. This results in a sharing plan SPD. The alternate solution is to assign weight to the sub-patterns without discretizing time with the resulting sharing plan called SPND. The average execution time for each sharing plan is shown in Figure 13 (a). On average, SPD performs 2.5 times faster than SPND confirming the effectiveness of the discretized weight assignment approach.
Evaluating SPASS concurrency. In this experiment, we illustrate the efficiency of our proposed sequence transaction model with S2PL protocol. We use two workloads with 10 and 20 patterns each. Figure 13(b) shows that the average execution time with varying the number of threads. The first pair of bars represents the execution time of patterns run as a shared single threaded system without any locking mechanism. The second pair of bars corresponds to the execution time of the two workloads run with a single thread with the locking mechanism turned on. The difference between these two pairs of bars shows the overhead of adding the locking algorithm. Finally the following 3 pairs of bars show the execution time of running the two workloads with 10, 15 and 20 threads. As expected the performance improves with an increasing number of threads. However after adding a certain number of threads, 15 in this case, there is no further improvements in execution time.
Overhead of statistics collection in SPASS Optimizer. In this experiment, we have evaluated the runtime overhead of statistics collection for SPASS weight assignment relative to the overall query execution cost. As depicted in Figure 13(c) , the overhead is negligible across all scenarios. On average 1.2% of the average execution time is spent on statistics collection for workloads composed of SEQ queries. The reason is threefold. First, the statistics are collected periodically as described in Sec 3.1. Second, we exploit the lightweight counting scheme of pattern matches [33] that is pushed into the sequence construction process. Third, our SPASS system only collects statistics for the common sub-patterns rather than all possible sub-patterns. For a mixed workload of SEQ and AN D queries, the overhead of the statistics collection is slightly higher, around 2% of the overall execution time. This is because the SPASS Runtime has to collect statistics for different permutations of the AN D queries.
SPASS versus State-of-the-Art Sub-Pattern Selection Strategies
In this experiment ( Figure 13(d) ), we compare the SPASS Optimizer sub-pattern selection against existing sub-pattern selection strategies such as prefix-sharing [14] , suffix-sharing and random sub-pattern selection. We use three different workloads with 20 queries each to compare the average execution time for the entire workload using each of these approaches. The workload W 1 is characterized by 4 sets of 5 patterns sharing common prefixes across the queries. These patterns do not have any other sub-patterns in common. In this case both prefix-sharing and SPASS produce the same pattern sharing plan. They naturally outperform the other strategies in the order of random sub-pattern selection followed last by suffix-sharing. Similarly, the workload W 2 consists of 4 sets of patterns with common suffixes. Again our SPASS Optimizer performs as good as suffix-sharing. In the third workload W 3, the queries have common sub-patterns that not necessarily are a prefix or suffix sub-pattern. As expected, the SPASS system again outperforms all three state-of-the-art strategies at least 2 fold.
RELATED WORK
Complex Event Processing. Many CEP systems [6, 3, 42] have been proposed to process sequence pattern queries over event streams. SASE [3, 42] and Cayuga [6] follow an NFA-based approach for detecting sequence patterns where the arrival of events into the system are marked by state transitions. As opposed to NFA-based event processing, ZStream [29] uses tree-based query plans for both the logical and physical representation of query patterns. While these alternate operator implementations could also be used in the SPASS optimizer by adjusting the cost model, it is not the focus of this work. However, none of those systems treat the multiple pattern sharing problem as a first-class citizen.
There have also been some work on stream transaction model [39, 7] . While the model in [7] is general enough to support a broad range of stream queries, it does not take the append only characteristics of event streams into account. In [39] , another transaction modelwas proposed for supporting concurrent updates in an active event processing system. Our transaction model in the context of sequence pattern sharing is significantly different from both of the above. Also our locking protocols are customized specifically for shared sequence execution exploiting multi-core architectures.
Multiple Query Optimization. Multiple query optimization (MQO) has been well studied [9, 11, 18] in static databases. However, optimizing multiple sequence pattern queries introduces new dimensions to the existing MQO problem due to time-ordered event correlations within and across patterns. Hence techniques for tackling the MQO problem in relational databases such as materialized views [11] and common sub-expression sharing [9, 18] are not sufficient for sharing sequence patterns over event streams.
MQO has received attention in the context of continuous query processing perspective too. The data stream processing system TelegraphCQ [10] has shared query processing as part of its native architecture. In [28] , an adaptive tuple-level sharing technique was proposed to share multiple query processing over data streams with fluctuations. However, routing individual tuples between operators adds significant overheads. Our work instead produces a stable sharing plan [25] and re-optimizes only if there is significant change in statistics.
Preliminary efforts of merging the NFAs representing multiple event queries were made in RUMOR [23] based on the Cayuga [6] system. Their rule-based optimization follows a set of pre-defined steps that merge common sub-expressions across queries. A costbased approach to decide which sub-expressions to share has not been provided. Further, they do not support the concurrent execution of multiple queries with shared sub-expressions. The XMLfiltering work also adopts NFA-based processing [13, 14] . While merging NFAs has been explored in this context [13] , it is limited to prefix-matching. In contrast, SPASS supports sharing of subpatterns at any position within a sequence pattern, i.e., it is not necessarily limited to a prefix or a suffix only. In [22] , the authors also incorporate materialization based optimization to improve the performance of processing a large number of XML stream queries. However, their approach takes neither window constraints nor event correlations into consideration, which are key factors in our SPASS optimization. Further they do not provide any techniques for maintaining views nor concurrently accessing them by multiple queries.
Materialized View Selection. The idea of using views to improve the query processing performance has been studied in static databases [4, 15, 30, 37] . The prior work primarily focussed on minimizing the overall query execution time by selecting a set of views to materialize, given limited memory space. Mistry et al. [30] proposed a greedy algorithm for selecting a set of views without any guarantees of optimality. Shukla et al. [37] targeted optimal view selection for aggregation queries but not for general sequence pattern queries. Our SPASS system tackles the more general sequence pattern sharing problem with time-ordered event correlations while still guaranteeing an optimality bound.
OctopusDB [15] addresses the problem of designing a good layout for different data access patterns without knowing the exact query patterns up front through adaptive view storage. However, its techniques are designed to optimize the access of different storage structures, rather than sharing common computations among different workloads. DBToaster [4] exploits viewlet transforms, a recursive finite differencing technique, to materialize a query and a set of deltas as views for incremental maintenance. They do not focus on windowed queries and hence fail to tackle the problem of time-ordered event correlations within and across patterns.
In the context of complex event processing, the continuous sliding views mechanism was proposed in [34] to address the problem of view maintenance over event streams for a single query. In our work, we now extend this mechanism with optimization techniques to support shared continuous sliding views for multiple windowed sequence pattern queries. Our proposed techniques provide on concurrent access to shared views for reading, for updating, and for view purging in a timely fashion for memory efficiency without missing or duplicating results.
CONCLUSION
This work addresses the sequence pattern sharing problem on event streams using the SPASS technology. The proposed SPASS Optimizer leverages event correlations within and across patterns to find an effective sharing plan. We proposed an approximate polynomial-time algorithm to find a shared pattern plan covering all sequence patterns with a guaranteed optimality bound. The SPASS Runtime then exploits the shared continuous sliding view technology to execute this shared pattern plan. A sequence transaction model on shared views is introduced to define the correctness of concurrent pattern executions. Our sequence-aware locking protocol guarantees correct execution while minimizing delays. SPASS achieves 16 folds performance improvement in CPU utilization compared to state-of-the-art techniques.
APPENDIX A. SPASS OPTIMIZER
A.1 Event Pattern Cost Model
Cost of Single SEQ Pattern Execution. For a sequence pattern operator Pi = SEQ(E1 ,..., En), the computation costs CP i of Pi using NFA-based pattern evaluation are formulated in Equation 5. Essentially it is the product of the cardinality of the event type Ei and Ej with the intra-event correlation that gives an estimate of the number of Ej events would follow Ei events in a given time window. The automata-based execution technique provides a special indexing technique [42] that can find sequence pattern matches without doing a cross-product of all events arriving in a given window. The total computation cost for k different query patterns would be
Cost of Single AN D Pattern Execution. For an AN D pattern operator Pi = AN D(E1 ,..., En), the computation costs CP i of Pi using a evaluation are formulated in Equation 6 . This cost is based on the execution model discussed in [8] .
Cost of Shared Pattern Execution. The shared execution of pattern queries chops the query into smaller sub-patterns [SP1 . . . SP k ]. Each sub-pattern SPi is computed once and only once with the respective cost CSP i and shared across patterns. Several sub-patterns are then re-combined to form final results for pattern queries in the workload.
Assume two patterns P1 and P2 that share a common sub-pattern SP12. P1 is composed of sub-pattern SP1 and SP12 while P2 is composed of SP2 and SP12. The inter-query correlation factor gives reflects how many of these sub-pattern matches are common across the two parent patterns. Thus the shared cost of execution is obtained by subtracting the product of execution cost of the common sub-pattern with the the inter-query correlation from the sum cost of executing the parent patterns individually. This cost is shown in Equation 7 . It is straightforward to generalize it for multiple sub-patterns shared across multiple queries.
CS(P1, P2)
= CP 1 + CP 2 − CInter(P1, P2, SP12) * CSP 12(7)
A.2 Multiple Windows and Predicates in SPASS Optimization
Sequence patterns in a workload might have different windows as well as predicates specified. The handling of queries with different predicates and window sizes has been already addressed by previous research using sliced time windows and shared data fragments [41] . In this paper, the SPASS optimizer's cost model takes such window and predicate specifications into account. However, its main focus is to identify shared sub-patterns based on event correlations within or across multiple pattern queries.
Our Similarly pattern queries with different sized window parameters may still share sub-pattern matches across each other in our SPASS optimizer. Our redundancy ratio implicitly captures this information during the shared pattern plan generation. The reason is that the sample time period used to analyze sub-pattern matches is guaranteed to be larger than the largest window size among all pattern queries sharing this sub-pattern. For instance consider patterns P1 = SEQ(A,B,C) with window = 10 and P2 = SEQ(A,B,D) with window = 100. The events forming the pattern matches for P1 can be directly reused by P2.
A.3 Sharing Across Nested Patterns
In this work we focus primarily on optimizing flat CEP queries. However, SPASS system supports sharing operators across nested event patterns without considering optimization. Given a pattern SEQ(X,AND(A,B,C),Y) and another pattern AND (A,B,C) , it identifies the two AN D operators with the same operands. It then shares the computation of this sub-pattern across two queries.
There has been prior work on rewriting nested patterns to exploit sharing opportunities [32, 26] . These techniques could be exploited to rewrite nested CEP patterns before applying our optimization principle. However using these principles [26] we often end up with an exponential number of flat queries which might result in exponential blow up of the input to the MSC problem. For instance the query SEQ(X,AND(A,B,C,),Y) when rewritten, would result in 6 different SEQ queries that each need to be run.
A.4 Proof of Lemma 1
PROOF. Sub-pattern Sharing ⊆ MSC Problem. Given a set of pattern queries W , each pattern Pi is given as SEQ(E1,E2,. . . , En). For each event type we assign a specific letter. Thus each pattern is translated to a string of letters 'E1E2. . . En'. Thus, the pattern query workload W is analogous to a set of strings S. The set of common sub-patterns across any two or more pattern queries is equivalent to substrings common across two or more strings. The weight function of RR (defined in Eq. 4) is Θ(W ) → Q0,1 as RR is a ratio of two natural numbers where the denominator is guaranteed to be greater than the numerator. We define a cover CW of W to be a set of sub-patterns in Θ(W ), where for each Pi ∈ W there exist SP1,. . . ,SP k ∈ CW , with Pi = (SP1· . . . ·SP k ). Thus finding the optimal solution for the MSC problem is equivalent to finding a cover CW of the pattern workload W composed of a set of sub-patterns that has a minimum total RR, namely M in(RR(CW )) for all possible covers CW of W .
MSC ⊆ Sub-pattern Sharing Problem. It is straightforward to reduce the MSC problem to the sub-pattern sharing problem as well.
B. SPASS RUNTIME B.1 Single Sequence Execution using Continuous Sliding Views
Continuous sliding views are effectively cached intermediate results for sequence sub-patterns. We briefly enumerate the steps in for a single sequence pattern execution using continuous views. We assume here that a sequence pattern S is composed of two subpatterns SP1 and SP2 such that SP1 is the right sub-pattern and SP2 is the left sub-pattern. Sub-pattern matches for SP2 are maintained in a view viewSP 1.
1. When an event instance ei arrives at time i, it is inserted into its respective storage unit called event stack.
2. Events in the event stacks that have timestamps < i -window are purged from the stacks.
3. If ei is a triggering event then the right-most sub-pattern SP1 is triggered execution. Sequence matches are computed from the events that are currently in the event stacks within the current window.
4. Once pattern matches for SP1 have been computed, SP2 is then executed following a right-to-left order processing. Matches for sub-pattern SP2 are then re-used from viewSP 1. Continuous sliding views are augmented with a view indicator that indicates the completeness status of the view. If the view is found to contain all required pattern matches, then they are re-used.
5. If the viewSP 1 is found to be incomplete, new pattern matches for SP2 are computed from the event stacks and appended to the view. The view indicator is also updated to indicate the updated state of the view. At the same time old pattern matches are purged from the view. (Figure 14(a) ). Pattern SP1 is executed first followed by SPc. When the triggering event d18 arrives, the sub-pattern SP1 triggers pattern matching and the new match { c16d18 } is computed. The timestamp of the left most event in sub-pattern SP1 constrains the pattern match for SPc. Thus for the match { c16d18 }, the timestamp of the leftmost event C is 16. The matches for SPc that can form complete matches for P1 are those that occur within the time-interval of [tcurrent -window, t lef tevent ] = 16] . Hence for this triggering event, SPc is only computed for the range [8, 16] . Sliding views are augmented with special indicators called rightBound that indicates if the view contains all pattern matches up to a certain time. In this case the view has already contained sub-pattern matches for SEQ(A, B) up to timestamp 16. Thus the sub-pattern matches are directly reused from the view. When event instance d21 arrives to the system (Figure 14(b) ), the event a11 expires as the window = 10. Consequently all sub-pattern matches containing a11 are also purged from the view. Further, d21 forms new sequence matches for the sub-pattern SEQ(A,B) = { c16d11 , c20d21 }. Now the subpattern SEQ(A,B) is looked up for the interval [11, 20] . However, the view currently contains sub-pattern matches up to a timestamp of 16. Thus the view requires an update thus adding the new subpattern match { a12b19 } to the view. Finally the indicator of the view is updated to 20. windowmax. In order to support multiple windows, each shared view is associated with a windowmax. For the set of patterns {P1, . . . P k } that access a view V iewSP i each pattern Pi has an associated window windowi. Then the largest window among all these windowi is designated as windowmax. V iewSP i contains all sub-pattern matches of SPi that satisfy this largest window windowmax.
Modified View Reuse, Append, and Purge. During the reuse phase, each pattern Pi thus filters out only those pattern matches that satisfy windowi constraint. During the append phase pattern matches for the sub-pattern SPi must be computed while satisfying the windowmax constraint. The purge operation on the view must be performed only when sub-pattern matches are to be expired out of the largest window, i.e., sub-pattern matches containing event instances ei such that i < tcurrent -windowmax. Figure 7 , if P2 had a window with size 20 and P1 had a window size 10, then the viewSP 1 could contain pattern matches such as a11, b13 where b.tsa.ts > 10. Such matches would not qualify for pattern P1. These matches must be filtered out by P1 during the reuse phase. Further, if newly arrived events c25 and d30 formed a pattern match c25, d30 for the sub-pattern SP1 the view would be updated for the interval [tcurrent -windowP 1, 25] = [20, 25] . However if the viewSP c is not complete, the view update must be done for an interval [tcurrent -windowmax, 25] = [10, 25] . Support for Different Predicates. Next we extend our above treatment by considering how the presence of predicates in the pattern queries influence the shared execution process. Sequence patterns could have selection predicates specified on events or join predicates across events such as P1 = SEQ(A:A.color = blue, B:B.id = A.id). In SPASS Runtime, we exploit the approaches on predicate sharing that have been extensively studied in the literature [20] . If a sub-pattern is shared across two patterns yet the two patterns specify different selection predicate on them, the sub-pattern is rewritten to satisfy both selection predicates using existing query rewriting techniques [27] . For instance, consider the above pattern P1 and pattern P2 = SEQ(A:A.color = black, B:B.id = A.id). In this case the selection predicates A.color = blue and A.color = black on P1 and P2 could be rewritten to (A.color = black or A.color = black). For equijoin-like predicates across the entire sequence pattern (e.g., P1), the views could be partitioned by the join attribute value [34] . Thus predicate migration techniques such as push-down and pull-up [20] which are effectively orthogonal to shared continuous sliding views can be adopted in our SPASS execution.
EXAMPLE 8. For example, in
B.3 Lock Compatibility
Lock Compatibility on Event Buffers. The read and append locks on buffers are completely independent of each other. Similarly, two appends could take place at the same time on a buffer. This is due to the assumption that duplicate events do not arrive in the event stream. Thus the actions of appending two events to the same buffer are independent. Similarly, if a transaction is appending to the buffer, while another transaction has requested a read lock on the buffer, it means the buffer must already contain the events up to the timestamp requested by the read lock. This is guaranteed by the sequential lock assignment phase. Lock Compatibility on Shared Views. In terms of transactions on views, if an AV iew operation is in progress, another RV iew transaction should be allowed to execute due to the sequential lock assignment phase. The sequential lock assignment must predetermine that a transaction only requests a read lock on a view if the validity interval of the view at the time of arrival of this event indicates that the view already contains the required pattern matches. Otherwise it must create two locks namely R buf f er(s) and AV iew . Two append operations are not allowed on a view at the same time. This avoids the creation of duplicate results.
Purge Lock. Finally the P Buf f er and PV iew locks are considered most restrictive. Notice that purge locks could be denied even when there simply exists another request for a lock on that resource, even if it has not yet been granted. That is in order to grant a purge request, the transaction manager must make sure that the lock buffer for that resource does not contain any read requests on that resource that may try to read events or pattern matches purged by this purge transaction. This prevents any missing pattern matches.
C. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the efficiency and scalability of our SPASS system with another dataset from the Linear Road Benchmark [2] . The dataset consists of car locations with timestamps. The pattern query workload comprises of finding sequences of locations that a car has traveled with a period of time. We vary the three parameters used in Sec. 5.3: (1) the length of shared sub-patterns, (2) the number of sequence patterns sharing the same sub-pattern, and (3) the window size. As depicted in Figure 15(a) , as the window size is increased from 500s to 2000s, the advantage of our SPASS system compared to the unshared solution in the average execution time increases from 10 folds to 20 folds. The reason is that the number of event tuples sharable in each window is substantially increased in the larger window. Similarly, when the number of the queries is increased from 10 to 100 as shown in Figure 15(b) , the winning margin of our solution over unshared solution significantly increases, as more computational savings are obtained by exploiting more sharing opportunities in a larger query workload. Lastly, in Figure 15(b) , when the length of queries is increased, the average execution time of our SPASS system is relatively stable compared to the unshared approach as expected. This is because the longer the common sub-patterns are, the more they contribute to the computational savings obtained by the queries sharing them.
